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Individuals are thought to have their own distinctive scent, analogous to a signature or
fingerprint. To test this idea, we collected axillary sweat, urine and saliva from 197 adults
from a village in the Austrian Alps, taking five sweat samples per subject over 10 weeks using
a novel skin sampling device. We analysed samples using stir bar sorptive extraction in
connection with thermal desorption gas chromatograph–mass spectrometry (GC–MS), and
then we statistically analysed the chromatographic profiles using pattern recognition
techniques. We found more volatile compounds in axillary sweat than in urine or saliva, and
among these we found 373 peaks that were consistent over time (detected in four out of five
samples per individual). Among these candidate compounds, we found individually distinct
and reproducible GC–MS fingerprints, a reproducible difference between the sexes, and we
identified the chemical structures of 44 individual and 12 gender-specific volatile compounds.
These individual compounds provide candidates for major histocompatibility complex and
other genetically determined odours. This is the first study on human axillary odour to
sample a large number of subjects, and our findings are relevant to understanding the
chemical nature of human odour, and efforts to design electronic sensors (e-nose) for
biometric fingerprinting and disease diagnoses.
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1. INTRODUCTION

An individual’s odour can change due to a variety of
factors, such as menstrual cycle, emotional state, health
and perhaps age (Penn & Potts 1998a; Ackerl et al.
2001; Singh & Bronstad 2001), and yet despite these
changes, each individual may retain his or her own
particular scent (Romanes 1887). People can dis-
tinguish the scent of different individuals, especially if
they are unrelated or have different diets, and can
recognize their own and their mate’s scent (Russell
1976; Hold & Schleidt 1977; Wallace 1977; Schleidt
1980; Pause et al. 1998). Mothers can recognize their
newborn infants by olfactory cues after a few hours of
pplementary material is available at http://dx.doi.org/
006.0182 or via http://www.journals.royalsoc.ac.uk.
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contact, and infants quickly learn to recognize their
mother’s scent (Porter 1998). When offered human
scent, canines can also discriminate individuals, though
identical twins are more difficult (Kalmus 1955), and
they can recognize individuals with varying degrees of
accuracy (Brisbin et al. 2000; Curran et al. 2005).
Mosquitoes are more attracted to some individuals than
others depending on variation in chemical cues
(Schreck et al. 1990; Qiu et al. 2006). These findings
are consistent with the individual odour hypothesis;
however, these studies do not provide estimates for
inter-individual variability or intra-individual consist-
ency, nor do they shed light on the volatile compounds
that comprise individual odour.

Some studies have used analytical chemistry tech-
niques, especially gas chromatograph–mass spec-
trometry (GC–MS), to describe the volatile organic
compounds (VOCs) that comprise human sweat, breath
and other emanations, though mostly to characterize
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malodour rather than individual odour per se. These
show that sweat contains a complexmixture of volatiles,
including short- and long-chain hydrocarbons, alcohols,
carboxylic acids, ketones and aldehydes (Nicolaides
1974; Sastry et al. 1980; Zeng et al. 1991, 1996; Bernier
et al. 2000, 2002; Natsch et al. 2006). Several studies
report inter-individual variation and sex differences in
VOCs (Sommerville et al. 1994; Bernier et al. 1999;
Curran et al. 2005; Natsch et al. 2006), but they sampled
only a few subjects anddid not report the reproducibility
of their techniques or the chemical signatures. Two
studies surveyed 50 subjects, collecting samples from
breath (Phillips et al. 1999) and sweat (Ostrovskaya
et al. 2002), but neither determined whether individual
profiles were repeatable or consistent over time. One
study examined individual constancy in skin
compounds, but sampled only 15 subjects and two
samples per individual (Zhang et al. 2005). The problem
is that studies with few subjects and few or no repeat
samples risk finding false GC–MS markers, and false
positives provide a serious challenge for GC–MS, much
like gene expression (microarray) studies (Tsai et al.
2003). For example, if 1000 GC–MS peaks are detected
in 10 subjects, thenwe expect on average 9.46 peaks tobe
detected uniquely in one individual, even if there is an
underlying random (50%) presence/absence distri-
bution. Therefore, determining whether body odour
contains individual fingerprints requires sampling a
large number of subjects longitudinally using reprodu-
cible analytical techniques. A recent debate addresses
additional problems, potential pitfalls and differences in
terminology used by researchers studying human odour
(Curran et al. 2006; Preti et al. 2006).

We conducted a survey in which we collected
axillary sweat samples, saliva and urine from human
subjects for GC–MS analyses. The axillary region is of
particular interest, as it contains dense aggregations of
eccrine, apocrine, apoeccrine and sebaceous glands
that nurture diverse communities of microbiota
thought to play an important role in generating
individual odour (Albone et al. 1977; Leyden et al.
1981; Stoddart 1990; Taylor et al. 2003; James et al.
2004b). To overcome the challenges of statistical
inference, we sampled a large number of individuals
repeatedly over time. Subjects agreed to follow strict
instructions to minimize interference from deodorants
and other artificial contaminants, and we used a
systematic sampling schedule to control for time
effects and a variety of other potential confounding
factors. We collected axillary samples using a novel
method that eliminates the need for pads or other
intermediate media which may not be analytically
clean (and may even collect exogenous contaminants)
or fail to transfer certain compounds, and we used
internal standards for precise, quantitative chemical
analyses (Soini et al. 2005, 2006). We used novel
chemometric methods for peak detection and align-
ment (Dixon et al. in press) and pattern recognition
techniques to analyse the chromatographic profiles of
VOCs (Brereton 2003). Finally, we obtained structural
identities of key marker compounds by interpretation
of mass spectra, internal retention indices and match-
ing to a mass spectral reference database.
J. R. Soc. Interface (2007)
2. METHODS

2.1. Subjects

We recruited subjects from large families (89 males, 108
females, ages 18–91, mean 44 years) living in a small
village in the Austrian Alps. We interviewed recruits to
construct pedigrees, and identified 16 families (from 10
to 31 members). We scheduled appointments for
sampling in a systematic, balanced design, i.e. sex, age
and families were randomized over week, weekday and
time of day (using a computer macro we programmed).
To minimize potential confounding factors, especially
from cosmetic products that contain contaminants and
altermicroflora, subjects were given several instructions
to follow. (i) To refrain from using deodorants
containing aluminium chloride (ACH), and to use the
ACH- and perfume-free deodorant we provided at least
7 days before sampling, and the perfume-free wash
lotion/soap we provided at least 1 day before sampling.
(ii) Not to shave axillae 2 days before sampling. (iii) To
refrain from washing axillae 12 h before each sampling
and not to use any deodorants at all after their last wash
before sampling. (iv) To wear the t-shirt we provided
(washed with perfume-free detergent) after their last
wash before sampling. We did not restrict medication,
drugs, alcohol or tobacco use, or diet. During each
sampling, we provided a questionnaire to obtain
information about factors known or suspected to
influence odour (sex, menstrual cycle, contraceptive
use, pregnancy status, exercise, diet, hygiene, pets,
medication, alcohol, drug and tobacco use), and to
determine whether subjects had followed the instruc-
tions. Participation was voluntary, subjects were
informed about the goals of the study and were
compensated for their participation. The appropriate
institutional, ethics and research boards approved this
study (Austrian Institutional Research Board: the
Ethics Committee of the Medical University of Vienna
and the Vienna General Hospital, and by the Human
Subjects Research Review Board and the Indiana
University Human Subjects Committee, both in USA).
2.2. Sampling emanations

We collected samples from 197 individuals, five times
each (once every fortnight) over a 10-week period (from
18 June to 26August 2005). To sample axillary sweat, we
devised a novel sampling technique using Twister
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)-coated stir bars (10 mm,
0.5 mm in film thickness, 24 ml PDMS volume; Gerstel
GmbH) for stir bar sorptive extraction (SBSE; Baltussen
et al. 2002; Soini et al. 2005). The stir bars were held by a
special roller device and then placed directly on skin
(Soini et al. 2006). Each stir bar was first conditioned at
2808C in helium flow and embedded with two internal
standards (8 ng of 7-tridecanone from Aldrich and 50 ng
of C-13-labelled benzyl alcohol from Cambridge Isotope
Laboratories), and then shipped cooled in special clean,
airtight vials from the USA to Austria. Sampled stir bars
were stored refrigerated in glass vials at approximately
48Cand shipped cooled (Chillers) eachweek fromAustria
to the USA. For comparison, we also collected saliva and
urine samples (four repeats each); we asked subjects to
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spit into a plastic container from which we collected 3 ml
samples, and subjects collected their urine (midstream) in
the morning and before eating on each day of axillary
sampling. All samples were stored atK708C and shipped
as frozen on dry ice. We sampled all subjects in the same
room to control for environmental variation.
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Figure 1. Intra- versus inter-individual variation. This
empirical cumulative distribution function shows the result
of a test using qualitative distance to compare the similarity of
GC–MS spectra. AA represents the average distance of the
repeats of the same subject (intra-individual) and AB shows
the average distance between different subjects (inter-individ-
ual). AA is significantly different from AB, and AA is always
above AB. The significant Kolmorogov–Smirnoff rank test
means that the samples in AA comparisons generally receive a
lower rank than those in AB comparisons. This indicates that
the repeats of GC–MS spectra of the same subject are more
similar to each other than samples from different subjects. A
quantitative model shows the same result, and though the
difference is also significant (Kolmorogov–Smirnoff rank test,
KS statisticZ0.321, pZ3.74!10K18), it is not as dramatic.
This suggests that the intra-individual variation is much
smaller using a qualitative distance metric than using a
quantitative one.
2.3. Gas chromatograph–mass spectrometry
analyses

Samples were analysed using SBSE in connection with
thermal desorption GC–MS (Baltussen et al. 2002; Soini
et al. 2005, 2006). The GC–MS used for the compound
analyses was an Agilent 6890N GC connected to 5973i
MSD MS and equipped with a thermal desorption
autosampler (TDSA, Gerstel). The capillary column
was a DB-5MS (20 m!0.18 mm, i.d., and 0.18 mm in
film thickness) fromAgilent Technologies (Wilmington,
DE). Electron ionization mode at 70 eV was used with
a scanning rate of 4.51 scans sK1 over the mass range of
m/z 35–350 amu. The MSD transfer line temperature
was set at 2808C. The ion source and quadrupole
temperatures were set at 230 and 1508C, respectively.
We monitored instrumental performance using results
from the repeated quality control samples and
considered the peak area of the internal standard,
7-tridecanone as performance criteria. Relative stan-
dard deviation for the peak area of 7-tridecanone was
14.30% (nZ958). Absolute variation for the peak area
was 2.14G0.31 (peak area!106,meanGs.d.). Examples
of chromatograms are shown in the electronic supple-
mentary material. The structures for compounds were
obtained by interpretation of mass spectra, bymatching
retention times (RTs) and spectra with our internal
retention index/reference spectrum database, and by
confirmation with commercial synthetic standards
(Aldrich Chemical Company, Milwaukee, WI).
2.4. Chemometric analyses

We sampled all 197 subjects five times and, before perfor-
ming any statistical analyses, we removed 20 GC–MS
sweat profiles with analytical problems (samples showing
contamination from the laboratory, a very large baseline
or problems with the instrument during analysis),
resulting in 965 chromatograms. To analyse this large
number of GC–MS (with 241 peaks per chromatogram on
average),wedevelopedsemi-automatedmethods for data
processing, including alignment and peak picking (with
such a large number of samples, it is impractical to detect
and integrate each peak manually, as this would require
approximately 19 years, working at the rate of
50 h weekK1 and 45 week yrK1; Dixon et al. in press).
To identify peaks in the chromatograms, peaks with
similarmass spectraandelution timeswere alignedacross
the chromatograms, and all peaks identified in less than
five chromatogramswere removed to provide a data table
that consisted of 965 samples!4941 peaks. Of these 4941
unique peaks detected in at least five out of the 965
samples (minimum threshold), 373 peaks (8%) were
detected in at least one individual in four out of their
five samples after removing known background peaks
(i.e. obvious contaminants). Our subsequent analyses
J. R. Soc. Interface (2007)
werebased on these 373 consistent peaks.The square root
of the candidatemarker peak areaswas calculated in each
chromatogram (to reduce the influence of large peaks)
and summed to constant total (normalized). Logarithmic
scalingwasnot suitable in this studydue to theproblemof
undetected peaks. We examined similarities within and
between individuals and sexes using the proportion of
GC–MS peaks in common to two chromatograms
(qualitativemodel) and quantitative similarities between
GC–MS profiles, and employed pattern recognition
techniques to determine trends. To compare the sexes,
we used two statistical indicators, including a univariate
t-statistic and multivariate discriminatory partial least-
squares weights (Brereton 2003). These statistics were
calculated on the column standardized row normalized
square-root intensity data for the 373 potential markers
for each of the five fortnights, and the peaks ranked on
each fortnight from 1 (most significant) to 373 (least
significant). Peaks that had a high rank in four out of five
fortnights were retained as potential markers for gender.
To identify peaks characteristic of an individual, the
dataset was divided into family groups. In each family,
the normalized square-root intensity data was standar-
dized, so the mean area of each potential marker was 0
and the standard deviationwas 1.A principal component
analysis (PCA) was performed on each family, and the
first three components were analysed by visual exami-
nation of three-dimensional scores and loadings plots.



Table 1. Marker compounds in axillary sweat characteristic of two individuals (114 and 118). Twomarkers (RTs 17.86 and 18.27)
are possibly exogenous compounds.

RT
(min) subject identification

times detected in 965
samples times detected in L114 times detected in L118

17.86 114 methyl-N-methylanthra-
nilate

43 (4.46%) 5 (100%) 0

18.27 114 a-ionone 94 (9.74%) 5 (100%) 0
20.00 114 an unknown bicyclic

compound
92 (9.53%) 5 (100%) 0

28.64 118 4-phenyltridecane 36 (3.73%) 2 4 (80%)
36.16 118 unknown 16 (1.66%) 2 4 (80%)
38.00 118 dodecyl octanoate 144 (14.92%) 0 5 (100%)
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3. RESULTS

We found that axillary sweat is richer in volatiles and
semi-volatiles than saliva or urine. For example, using
SBSE-based sampling methods and identical GC–MS
analytical conditions, we found on average 241 peaks in
the GC–MS of sweat, 179 in saliva and 163 in urine per
individual. Although most compounds in sweat did not
show within-subject consistency, we found 373 peaks
that were consistent, and we therefore conducted our
statistical analyses on these compounds. Of these 373
consistent peaks in sweat, 166 were also found in saliva
and 78 in urine, indicating similarities and differences
among these emanations for potential signature
compounds. Nearly all of these consistent axillary
markers were uncommon and were detected in a
minority of individuals, and although a few were
common and occurred in at least one sample of most
subjects (see table 1 of electronic supplementary
material), we found no markers universally associated
with all individuals. This does not rule out the
possibilities that there are universal compounds that
fluctuate over time or were below our detection limits.
We found very few peaks common to all samples (e.g.
only two peaks were detected in at least 900 samples
and 38 in at least half the (965) samples, suggesting that
most markers detected are quite specific to small
numbers or groups of individuals). Thus, we found a
substantial number of marker compounds that can
potentially differentiate individuals or groups.

Indeed, when we analysed the 373 candidate
compounds in axillary sweat using a variety of pattern
recognition techniques, we found strong evidence for
individual fingerprints. We calculated the pairwise
similarities between GC–MS fingerprints of all 965
samples, using a qualitative presence/absence criterion,
and found that repeat samples from the same individual
are significantly more similar than samples from
different individuals (Kolmorogov–Smirnoff rank test,
KS statisticZ0.588, pZ1.59!10K60; figure 1). For
illustration, we show a PCA of one family consisting of
15 individuals (figure 2). The scores plot (figure 2a)
shows that repeat samples of individuals cluster closely,
indicating a reproducible individual fingerprint. Expan-
sion of the centre of the scores plot in figure 2a shows a
similar though weaker pattern (data not shown), and a
similar result is found for all other families. It also
shows that certain subjects are reproducible outliers,
J. R. Soc. Interface (2007)
suggesting that some individuals have a more charac-
teristic odour than others. Subjects 114 and 118 (a non-
cohabitating aunt and niece), for example, show very
characteristic fingerprints and cluster at a distance
outside of the rest of the family, which may be a result
of diet or other personal habits (e.g. subject 114 lived
with eight pets). Furthermore, GC–MS peaks charac-
teristic of an individual’s sweat can be determined by
comparing the loadings to the scores plot. For example,
peaks with RTs 17.86, 18.27 and 20.00 min are highly
characteristic of subject 114, whereas peaks with RTs
28.64, 36.16 and 38.00 min are characteristic of subject
118 (table 1). These peaks are coloured in figure 2b and
correspond most closely to the individuals in figure 2a.
These are detected much more frequently in the
particular individual as compared to the population
as a whole. Hence, we are able to detect diagnostic
compounds that are consistent with individual finger-
prints, and we identified the chemical structures of 44
out of these 66 marker compounds characteristic of
individuals (table 2).

In addition to individual fingerprints, we also found
characteristic peaks that distinguish the sexes, and we
identified the most significant gender-specific
compounds. We determined relative abundance (using
square-root normalized data) in each sample, and then
calculated the average detection frequency in the
GC–MS and the average root-mean-square normalized
intensity in the GC–MS for each fortnight and each sex.
Figure 3a,b illustrates this result for the compound
isopropyl hexadecanoate (RT 33.70 min). We detected
no marker compounds that were universally present in
one sex and rarely or never in the other, which indicates
that the distribution of marker compounds for sex is
multivariate, meaning that no single compound pro-
vides a marker on its own. Using the presence or
absence of the 14 most significant markers, we were able
to make a simple model to predict whether a person is
male or female from their GC–MS fingerprint
(figure 3c). We identified the chemical structures of
12 out of these 14 marker compounds characteristic of
gender (table 3). We identified an additional 118
axillary compounds that were not markers charac-
teristic of individuals or sexes (table 2 of electronic
supplementary material), a number of which have been
found in previous studies (Nicolaides 1974; Zeng et al.
1996; Curran et al. 2005).
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4. CONCLUSIONS

We found more volatile compounds in axillary sweat
than saliva or urine, suggesting that this emanation
provides a particularly important source of individual
markers. This large diversity of axillary compounds
may be generated by microbiota, or perhaps skin
simply contains more exogenous contaminants than
saliva or urine (Labows et al. 1979). Of the 4941 peaks
in the GC–MS profiles from sweat, we found 373
markers that showed consistency over the 10-week
sampling period. We limited our search for maker
compounds to these consistent ones, and this also
helped make our analyses more computationally
efficient (as it reduced our dataset from 4941 to 373
peaks!965 samples). We may have subsequently
omitted important marker compounds, but our results
should be conservative. Using these 373 candidate
compounds, we found evidence for both individual and
gender-specific GC–MS signatures.
J. R. Soc. Interface (2007)
We found significant evidence for individual chemical
signatures in the GC–MS profiles from axillary sweat,
and we identified the chemical structures of 44 of these
compounds (table 2). We found both qualitative
(presence/absence) and quantitative differences (vari-
ation in the relative ratios of compounds), as previously
suggested (Sastry et al. 1980), but we found that
qualitative indicators of similarity were more effective
than quantitative ones. This may be due to the inherent
difficulty of quantifying sweat (i.e. the analytical
instrumental methods were quantitative, but the
amount of sweat was not controlled). Other studies
have suggested that individual differences are mainly
quantitative (Bernier et al. 1999; Curran et al. 2005),
though this may be due to differences in sample sizes or
methodology. Nevertheless, our results suggest that
identifying individuals with these ‘individual markers’
would require using pattern recognition of the entire
profile pattern rather than particular compounds.



Table 2. Marker compounds in axillary sweat characteristic of individuals. These ‘individual markers’ were detected in either
quantitative or qualitative models. Among these compounds, the following have been previously found on human skin: 2-
phenylethanol (Bernier et al. 2000; Zhang et al. 2005), 1-tridecanol (Bernier et al. 2000), undecanal (Curran et al. 2005), lilial and
diphenyl ether (Zhang et al. 2005). RT (min) of additional individual marker compounds of unknown identity: 18.42, 22.52, 23.65,
23.74, 23.90, 24.43, 24.50, 26.79, 26.86, 28.41, 28.48, 30.01, 31.41, 32.06, 33.53, 33.87, 34.22, 34.56, 36.16, 36.66, 40.33, 40.77.

RT (min) identification commentsa

alcohols and phenols
9.98 2-phenylethanolb en
12.30 a-terpineolb ex
13.82 geraniolb s en
16.48 eugenolb s, u en
18.93 isoeugenolb s
21.93 1-tridecanolb en

aldehydes
14.38 geranialb s en
15.46 undecanalb s en
20.61 tridecanalb s en
20.83 lilial s ex

ketones
17.47 jasmone s ex
18.27 a-iononeb s ex
23.09 benzophenoneb s
28.70 2-acetyl-3,5,5,6,8,8-hexa-methyl-5,6,7,8-

tetrahydronaphthalene
s ex

29.22 7-acetyl-6-ethyl-1,1,4,4-tetramethyl
tetralin (Musk 36A)

ex

esters
16.37 a-terpinyl acetateb s ex
17.86 methyl-N-methylanthranilate ex
18.28 2-hexyl-2-pentenoate
18.79 E-cinnamyl acetate
21.24 a-trichloromethylbenzyl acetate s ex
22.69 isoeugenol acetate
23.73 methyl-cis-dihydrojasmonate s, u ex
24.15 3Z-1-hexenyl salicylate s
27.38 ethyl tetradecanoateb

27.53 2-ethylhexyl salicylate s
30.06 ethyl pentadecanoate
30.32 2-phenylethyl phenylacetate
32.29 decyl octanoate
32.36 dodecyl hexanoate
35.64 ethyl heptadecanoate
36.47 a branched dodecyl benzoate
38.00 dodecyl octanoate
38.72 dodecyl benzoate
43.19 tridecyl benzoate
47.56 tetradecyl octanoate
49.15 tetradecyl benzoate

hydrocarbons
26.96 a propyl-substituted dodecane
28.64 4-phenyltridecane
29.54 3-methyloctadecane s en
32.19 3-methylnonadecane u en

others
16.81 4-sec-butylaniline
17.65 diphenyl ether s
20.00 an unknown bicyclic compound s
26.55 a diethyl acetal s

a Compounds also found in saliva (s) or urine (u), and their likely origin (en, probably endogenous; ex, possibly exogenous).
b Compounds confirmed using known standards.

336 Individual fingerprints in body odour D. J. Penn et al.
Interestingly, we found that many subjects had very
distinctive GC–MS signatures, even among subjects
that cohabitate or were closely related. The reason for
J. R. Soc. Interface (2007)
the variation in distinctiveness is unclear. Not all
subjects had consistent marker compounds over time,
which might be due to physiological, dietary, or other
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Figure 3. Distributions of markers that distinguish the sexes. (a) The distribution of the marker compound isopropyl
hexadecanoate (RT 33.70 min) as the percentage of samples it was detected in and (b) mean and s.d. of the normalized square-
root intensity when detected in males and females, over all five fortnights. (c) Distribution of males and females is based on a
model using the scoring system (black, male; grey, female). For each fortnight, if the male marker is detected in a specific
individual, it is scored as K1, for a female marker it is scored as C1, so an individual scoring C35 contains the strongest
possible female fingerprint, whereas an individual scoring K35 the strongest possible male fingerprint. Using a score of five as a
divider between the classes, 75% can be correctly classified into their respective genders based on the presence and absence of
14 key markers.
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changes, or simply how consistently subjects adhered to
the rules we provided (including contacting exogenous
compounds beyond our control). Future studies might
examine whether humans or other species use these
marker compounds for olfactory discrimination of
individuals (e.g. these compounds could bemanipulated
to test whether they affect olfactory discrimination of
individuals).

We found that although the axillary sweat of men
and women had remarkably similar GC–MS profiles, we
could statistically discriminate the sexes, and we
identified the chemical structures of 12 of these marker
compounds characteristic of gender (table 3).
A previous analytical study comparing axillary odour
compounds of men versus women (six of each sex) found
three compounds present only in women and 34
quantitative differences between the sexes (although
they did not report any statistical analyses; Zeng et al.
1996), whereas another study (10 of each sex) found no
differences between the sexes (Asano et al. 2002). We
J. R. Soc. Interface (2007)
found no unique and exclusive markers to discriminate
the sexes, and instead we found compounds that were
more common in male subjects than females and vice
versa. No marker was uniquely indicative of gender,
and the difference between the sexes is characterized by
a multivariate distribution of marker compounds (i.e. a
multivariate fingerprint). Thus, odour may be analo-
gous to facial features, in that no single measurement
on a face can easily be used to recognize an individual; it
requires a combination of features, and recognition is
improved by including other traits (Chang et al. 2003).
Some previous studies suggest that people can discrimi-
nate the sexes by olfactory cues (Doty et al. 1982), and
so future work could examine whether these compounds
play a role in this task (again, these compounds could
be manipulated to test whether they affect the ability to
discriminate the sexes), or other aspects of chemo-
sensory communication.

The origins of these individual and sex-specific
volatile compounds are unclear. Individual odour is a



Table 3. Marker compounds in axillary sweat characteristic of
gender. These ‘gender markers’ were detected in either
quantitative or qualitative models. Among these compounds,
the following have been previously found on human skin:
pentadecanoic acid, hexadecanoic acid and heptadecanoic
acid (Nicolaides 1974; Bernier et al. 2000), a methylhexade-
canoic acid (Nicolaides 1974; Bernier et al. 2000; Curran et al.
2005) and docosane (C-22 linear hydrocarbon; Bernier et al.
2000).

RT
(min) identification commentsa

male
13.71 a ketone en
23.18 6-phenylundecane
28.12 unknown u
29.31 pentadecanoic acid s en
31.96 hexadecanoic acid s, u en
33.48 a methylhexadecanoic acid u en
34.94 heptadecanoic acid s, u en

female
24.17 a dialkyl ether
30.22 nonadecane s, u en
33.70 isopropyl hexadecanoate s
35.80 unknown
37.35 2-ethyl-hexyl-4-methoxy-

cinnamate
s, u

38.79 docosane (C-22 linear
hydrocarbon)

s en

43.35 1-octyl-4-methoxycinnamate s

a Compounds also found in saliva (s) or urine (u), and their
likely origin (en, probably endogenous).
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phenotype or ‘extended phenotype’, and like other
phenotypes variation may be due to genetic factors,
environmental factors, or both. There is evidence from
twin studies that odour is influenced by genetics
(Roberts et al. 2005), and that odour plays a role in
people’s ability to recognize kin (Weisfeld et al. 2003).
There is evidence that odour in humans and other
species is influenced by the highly polymorphic major
histocompatibility complex (MHC) loci (Wedekind
et al. 1995; Penn & Potts 1998b; Yamazaki &
Beauchamp 2005). Individual and genetically deter-
mined odours are sometimes referred to as ‘odourtypes’
(Yamazaki & Beauchamp 2005), which imply discon-
tinuous variation; however, we found no evidence for
this in our GC–MS profiles. Continuous phenotypic
variation would suggest that individual odour is a
quantitative trait, influenced by many loci, and if so,
terms such as ‘chemical signatures’, ‘chemical finger-
prints’ or ‘odourprints’ would provide more accurate
descriptions. Individual odour is also influenced by
environmental factors, such as commensal microflora
(though work on this topic mainly examines malodour
rather than individual odour per se; Leyden et al. 1981;
Taylor et al. 2003; James et al. 2004a), and there is
evidence for interactions in which MHC genes influence
microflora composition (Toivanen et al. 2001). The
individual marker compounds we found provide candi-
dates forMHC and other genetically determined odours,
and we are currently trying to determine whether
they are influenced by genetics, microflora or both.
J. R. Soc. Interface (2007)
Some of the individual marker compounds we found
might be artificial contaminants since some also occur
in soaps, cosmetics, fragrances, shampoos, detergents
and tobacco (we suspect that 10 out of 44 are
exogenous; table 2). Such compounds are not necess-
arily contaminants, however, because some that are
used in fragrances are also found in body fluids, arising
through metabolic origins (e.g. eugenol and undecanal).
Many of the individual compounds we found in axillary
samples were also detected in the urine and saliva
samples of our subjects (21 out of 44; table 2),
suggesting metabolic origins. On the other hand, skin
care products (synthetic and natural) can be absorbed
into the body (Jimbo 1983) (which is a disturbing news,
given the pathological effects they may have on
physiology and behaviour; Zala & Penn 2004). Deter-
mining the origins of individual and sex-specific
odours—and controlling exogenous chemical contam-
inants—may provide the most important challenge for
future GC–MS studies (Labows et al. 1979).

Our findings shed light on the chemical basis of
individual and sex-specific odours, which has impli-
cations for understanding how people (and canines)
discriminate individuals and the sexes by their odour,
and for determining how MHC or other genes influence
odour (Penn & Potts 1998b; Penn 2002; Yamazaki &
Beauchamp 2005). It has been suggested that individual
identification is one of the most important messages used
in vertebrate chemical communication (Wilson 1970),
and our results are relevant to efforts to understand
chemosensory individuality in humans and other species
(Penn 2006). Our results also offer practical implications
for efforts todesignelectronic sensor (e-nose) technologies
for biometric fingerprinting (Jain 2005), forensic research
and disease diagnoses. An individual’s odour can change
due to a variety of diseases (Penn & Potts 1998a),
including cancer (Willis et al. 2004), and variation in
odour affects attractiveness to mosquitoes (Schreck et al.
1990; Qiu et al. 2006). Thus, there is increasing interest in
determining whether body odour can be used to diagnose
disease (Turner & Magan 2004; Phillips et al. 2006) or
altered to reduce the risk of attracting mosquitoes and
other disease vectors.
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